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'LA SENTINELLE' MONUMENT – NICKNAMED 'FRITZ' – AT LES RANGIERS, AJOIE DISTRICT, JURA

NEVILLE NELDER

In the First World War, the Northwest frontier of Switzerland was vulnerable, being at the southern tip of the
Western Front, terminating at the Swiss border on the heights above Bonfol. The Swiss mobilized their army early
in the conflict in order to preserve their neutrality against either side. Following a regional initiative, a decision
was made by the Swiss government to erect a monument on the tenth anniversary of the army mobilization as a
symbol of defiance against invaders, the funds being raised by public subscription.
Charles L'Éplattenier was commissioned in 1922 to carry out this sculpture in granite, which represents an
infantryman facing up to enemy cannon. It was erected at a site now known as Les Rangiers [the infantrymen],
situated on the main route in from the north-west via Belfort, France - about 20 kms by road from the border at
Bonfol. This location is prominent on a col at an altitude of 800m. above sea level, sited at a principal junction
with the road from St Ursanne.

Official cards used on the Celebration Flight and for the Reunion

Historical Background.
The commissioning ceremony, on 31st August 1924, was presided over by the then General of the Swiss Army,
Ulrich Wille. Although hailed as a symbol of the defence of Swiss neutrality, the statue's appearance was germanic
– hence the nickname of “Fritz” - and was interpreted by the local french speaking and mainly catholic population
of the Ajoie as an oppressive grip by their cantonal rulers in Berne, giving rise to local resentment, which escalated
over the next 50 years.
In 1934, there was a reunion of the soldiers concerned in the defence of
Switzerland in that area – Bataillon 24; although there are no references to
the event other than an outsized [104x149mm] postcard (see left) produced
for that purpose.
The continued vigilance of the Swiss Army in the north-west of the country
during the second World War was recognized by the production of the Pro
Patria stamp W II 6 (see right). This was a full face version of the monument,
also designed by Charles L'Éplattenier.
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It was not until 1964 that the historic resentment of the Ajoises towards
their governing masters made headline news. A celebration event for the
50th Anniversary of the start of the First World War was held at Les Rangiers,
lead by the Swiss Federal Councillor responsible for the army and a cantonal
councillor from Berne. These two eminent people were manhandled by a
hostile separatist crowd and the event was cut short as a result. “Fritz” had
now become a material symbol of the inflexibility of the Bern government
towards the aspirations of the French speaking separatists, action leading
up to the formation of a new Canton – Jura. [NB. I hope to address the
evolution of Canton Jura in philatelic terms at a future date.] In 1984 the statue was heavily vandalized by
unidentified separatists – at an event designed to celebrate the 50 th Anniversary of the Second World War. The
statue was resurrected but vandalized once more in 1989. The decision was then taken at national level to finally
dismantle and remove it.
Philatelic Matters.
Of course, the Swiss could not let such an occasion pass without some philatelic recognition. The year 1924 was in
the heyday of celebration flights, and one such event was indeed
commissioned. A special vignette was struck (see right). It is unusual in
that it has 16 listed varieties including a missing aeroplane from the
background, different paper colour, offsets, and double printing. Each
item flown should have two mauve circular cancels (far right). One for
'La Sentinelle des Rangiers' and inauguration date, applied to the
vignette; the second as an airmail cancel for the stamps, indicating the
date, and what appears to be the flight origin of La Caquerelle, and
destination Lausanne. A number of items were flown without having
the vignette affixed. Some items were underfranked, but accepted on
the flight. The postal rate was set at 35c; 55c for registered mail. 20,247 items were flown
from the nearest airfield at Delémont to Lausanne by pilot Balenco of Air Lausanne. 3,881 of
these were registered mail.
The card (right) shows La Caquerelle as a small
hamlet [now a hotel/restaurant] and could only
have had a grass runway nearby. One can speculate
that it was the original intention to fly direct from
there, but circumstances dictated that a commercial
airfield should be used for the flight; so the sacks
containing mail cancelled at La Caquerelle would
have been conveyed to Delémont by road. The nearest post office was, and is still, at Asuel village - cancel
above. (NB. A cancel had been in use at La Caquerelle, but only between the dates of 1874 and 1895.)

Fig. 1 (left above) An over-franked commercial letter flown without the vignette, but having a registered label 'La Caquerelle' – perhaps
some further evidence of the original intent to commence the flight there. This cover does not have the vignette and so there is no
mauve cancel for La Sentinelle des Rangiers.
Fig. 2 (right) The vignette with one plane only. The second plane should be positioned to the right of the belt of the Rangier.
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Fig. 3 (left above) An unusual card which was evidently destined to travel on the flight, but for some reason did not make the flight. My
surmise is that the sender was upset by this failure, and so he or she posted the card by surface mail, deliberately without a stamp, thus
incurring a postage due rate of 20c, double the surface mail rate for a postcard.
Finally, Fig. 4 (right) La Sentinelle des Rangiers featured on a 10c postal stationery card, first produced in 1934 no. 133-054. It is possible
that it was introduced at this time in recognition of the 10 th Anniversary of the inauguration of the monument.

RAISING THE PROFILE

BOB MEDLAND/FRED HOADLEY/EDITOR

We can all help to raise the profile of Swiss Philately by displaying our material at our local stamp club or entering
it in competitions. Two of our Committee members have been particularly successful recently in promoting our
Society and Swiss Philately at a national level.
Firstly, Fred Hoadley - As most members will know, the Royal Philatelic Society of London is the world’s most
prestigious philatelic society. Fred (who is also a Fellow of the RPSL) has done our society proud in mounting a
‘standing display’ at the RPSL premises for the month of September 2017. The topic is ‘Celebrating Switzerland’s
Independence’: presented in twelve frames of nine sheets, the display comprises a superb presentation of two
parts. Firstly there is a complete run of Bundesfeier cards (all correctly used in the context of the National
Festival); if that was not enough, it is complemented by, again, a top-quality display of ‘Pro Patria’ issues and
associated postal history. The photo left above shows the display in its context and the full display can be seen,
page by page, on the RPSL’s website here: http://www.rpsl.org.uk/documents/standing/SD2017
08_Fred_Hoadley_Switzerland_Independence/mobile/index.html#p=1
Fred is to be congratulated on this achievement and honour; and also for putting Swiss postal history to the fore in
British philatelic circles.
Thanks are also due to Bob Medland for producing an illustrated report of our Southern Group's meeting in
Whaddon last June (photo right above shows Mike Sharp's presentation at the event). It was published in the
Autumn edition of the 'ABPS News' together with details of the Group's next meeting and a plug for the Society's
Website. Sadly, skimming through the ABPS's publication I could find only two other specific reference to Swiss
philately – a member of the Great Yarmouth Philatelic Society displayed 'Swiss Cinderellas' at its meeting in June
and 'Switzerland' was one of the subjects included in that Society's 70 th Anniversary exhibition. Hopefully Swiss
material figured in some of the presentations at the many other Society meetings reported e.g. on subjects such
as 'The Fournier Forgeries', 'Airmails' or 'Mail by Rail'. The mention of a 'Lake Mail' presentation at a meeting of
the Italy and Colonies Society prompted me to think that we might consider organising one or two joint meetings
with societies with overlapping/similar interests to ours?
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POST OFFICE POSTAL STATIONERY WRAPPERS OF SWITZERLAND: AN ANALYSIS OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND AND
POSTAL HISTORY ASPECTS PART II
Dr. JOHN K. COURTIS FRPS
Part 1 of this article appeared in the September 2017 edition of the Newsletter (Pages 82-85). It highlights the
research that can be achieved through the use of “secondary sources” such as auction catalogues or dealer's lists,
rather than relying on material from your own collection and the constraints of your philately budget. (Editor)
Supply of Wrappers
An analysis of 2,639 used wrappers of Switzerland that have been hand-collected daily from eBay listings since
September 2003 is shown in summary form per “E” type in Table 1 below. Wrapper types with the highest
frequency of appearance account for 44% of all extant copies recorded: E10 (315), E16 (295), E25 (203), E46 (147)
and E14 (138). By contrast there are ten types with a frequency of appearance of ten or less in 147 consecutive
months of data-collecting with seven types with no appearance on eBay. The early issues are particularly elusive
and the collector would be hard-pressed to find all the varieties listed in Kosniowski. On the positive side, though,
a collector willing to exercise patience could have obtained copies of most of the different wrapper types listed on
eBay during this window. The frequency of appearance profile does allow for the preparation of a rarity scale
based on the numbers extant. Those wrappers with no or rare appearances may be some of the elusive wrappers
of any country.
For those collectors interested in obtaining a used and uprated copy of each issue there were 805 (30%) wrappers
uprated. All issues are represented with the exception of the first eight “E” type issues between 1871 and 1883
and three others with no appearance.
Table 1: Frequency of Appearance on eBay of P.O. Wrappers of Switzerland Over a Period of 13+ Years

H&
G#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
16a
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

Brief Identifier
1871 2c carmine numeral dated 20 3 71
1871 5c carmine numeral dated 20 3 71
1873 2c rose oval numeral
1873 5c rose oval numeral
1874 2c olive brown oval numeral
1874 5c brown
1875 2c olive brown oval numeral watermarked
1875 5c brown oval numeral
1883 2c black oval numeral 48x361mm
1883 5c carmine oval numeral
1896 2c black oval numeral 80x361mm
1897 2c black oval numeral, new cross, borders
1897 5c red oval numeral, new cross
1899 5c green oval numeral, yellow, open at top
1902 2c black oval numeral, cream, no borders
1902 5c green oval numeral, cream, open sides
1902 5c green oval numeral, cream, open at top
1908 2c olive yellow, T’s son, indicium upper left
1908 5c green listed in H&G but no record
1907 2c olive yellow William Tell’s son, cream
1908 5c green, Tell’s son, indicium upper left
1907 5c green William Tell’s son, upper right
1908 2c olive green, bowstring in front of shaft
1908 5c green, bowstring in front of shaft
1909 2c olive green, bowstring at back of shaft
1909 5c green, bowstring at back of shaft
1915 3c overprinted on 2c olive brown
1915 3c violet, William Tell’s son
1915 5c green, William Tell’s son
1916 3c lilac, William Tell’s son
1917 3c orange brown, William Tell’s son
1921 5c overprinted on 3c violet, none recorded
1921 5c on 3c orange brown William Tell’s son
1921 5c red orange William Tell’s son

Number
listed

Uprated

Domestic
Destinatio
n

Nondomestic

3
0
0
0
14
2
0
13
102
315
22
84
68
138
104
295
45
1
0
57
50
14
40
68
86
203
79
12
104
28
74
0
40
49

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
12
53
8
22
10
14
21
39
3
1
0
13
11
4
24
23
49
52
34
4
38
13
28
0
18
20

2
0
0
0
13
2
0
4
89
153
16
50
41
63
88
115
13
0
0
48
23
6
23
22
53
107
58
8
48
20
55
0
20
39

1
0
0
0
1
0
0
9
13
162
6
34
27
75
16
180
32
1
0
9
27
8
17
46
33
96
21
4
56
8
19
0
20
10

34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

1921 10c green bust of William Tell
1924 5c red orange, price below indicium
1924 10c green, William Tell, price below indicium
1925 5c grey violet, son, price below indicium
1927 5c red violet, son, price below indicium
1928 7½c on 10c green (34) price below indicium
1928 7½c on 10c green (36) price below indicium
1928 7½c green, Tell’s son, price below indicium
1930 5c on 7½c green, son, price below indicium
1930 5c greyish green, son, price below indicium
1934 5c light green, son, price below obliterated
1934 5c light green, son, 90x330mm
1938 5c green Edelweiss flower
1948 5c brown Edelweiss flower, no text
1955 5c brown text heading with two dashed
1959 5c brown text heading with one dash

Totals

31
12
21
34
57
0
17
24
24
14
7
23
147
93
20
5

7
8
9
22
28
0
8
14
12
11
4
14
89
52
11
2

12
5
9
22
35
0
4
2
13
5
4
6
54
47
13
1

19
7
12
12
22
0
13
22
11
9
3
17
93
46
7
4

2639

805

1411

1228

Of perhaps more interest is the distribution of wrappers addressed to destinations other than Switzerland. The
proportion of domestic destinations to non-domestic is 54-46%. A careful analysis of each of the 2,639 used
wrappers shows that wrappers were addressed to 63 countries and postal entities. This large number represents a
wide region of the world and is prima facie evidence of the importance of business-related connections of
Switzerland during the last quarter of the C19th and the first half of the C20th.
Postal history collectors may be interested in the 63 non-Switzerland destinations and these together with their
frequency of occurrence are shown in Table 2. Obtaining a copy of each destination would be a challenge,
especially as some destinations would be considered to be exotic such as Abyssinia (shown as Fig. 5 on the next
page), Ivory Coast and Togo. Approximately two-thirds of the non-domestic locations have appeared ten or less
times in 13 years. Single appearances were noted for 23 countries.
Table 2: Distribution of Non-Domestic Locations on Wrappers of Switzerland

Country
Germany
USA
France
UK
Sweden
Argentina
Belgium
Austria
Holland
Finland
Italy
Denmark
Australia
Brazil
Chile
Canada
Russia
Egypt
Hungary
Spain
Romania

No.
368
148
83
69
56
54
50
45
40
33
25
24
20
19
19
17
15
12
12
12
10

Country
Dutch Indies
Israel
Mexico
India
Japan
Portugal
Turkey
Bulgaria
Colombia
Curacao
Monaco
Morocco
Palestine
Peru
South Africa
China Shanghai
Liechtenstein
Straits Settlements
Uruguay
Abyssinia (Ethiopia)
Algeria

No.
9
7
6
5
5
5
5
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
1
1

Country
Bolivia
China
Czechoslovakia
Guam
Guatemala
Hong Kong
Ivory Coast
Madeira (Portuguese)
New Caledonia
New Guinea
Norway
Panama
Persia
Sicily
Syria
Togo
Transvaal
Trinidad
Tunisia
Venezuela
Yugoslavia

No.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1,228

Werner Gattiker

For most aspects of Swiss Philately and Postal History



Free Standard Price List 1850 – 2012 with both Zumstein/SBK and Stanley Gibbons numbers.
"Werner's Treasure Trove" sent most months to my customers, full of offers of stamps, covers,
cards, blocks, collections & lots, literature, etc.

 Liechtenstein also available.
Werner Gattiker, P O Box 791 Hassocks, West Sussex, BN6 ODP – 01273 845501 - werner@swisstamps.co.uk
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Postal History Interest
There are a number of categories that appeal to different postal history
interests, such as: named ships, customs clearance, consul markings, via
directional markings, cinderellas, postage due, registration, merchant
marks, high upratings, destinations, air mail usage and wrappers bearing
private printing. Not all of these categories can be found for Switzerland.
Two examples of elusive wrappers are shown as Fig. 6.1 one of two
uncancelled of E1 recorded in the database and Fig. 6.2 the single case of
E17 on yellow wove paper with indicium located on the upper left hand
side.

Fig. 6.1

Fig. 5

Auxiliary markings on wrappers is another popular area of interest. Shown are examples of postage due
markings, censor marking and a merchant mark. Postage due is particularly interesting, representing underpaid
postage for wrappers usually of a higher weight scale. Especially collectable are postage due wrappers bearing
adhesive postage dues of the incoming country. Not all postage due wrappers collected the amount due, or at
least there is no evidence that the sums in question were ever collected from the recipients of the delivered
wrapper. Fig. 6.3 shows an example of postage due assessed on a wrapper addressed to England, the pencil 2/10
and unframed 'T' with 10 centimes in blue crayon and arrival handstamp 1D over I.S.O. The 2/10 means two
printed paper rates of 10 centimes each.

Fig. 6.2

Fig. 6.3

Other markings illustrated are a circular purple censor handstamp on a 6.X.17 wrapper to Johannesburg, South Africa
(Fig. 6.4) and a rather conspicuous red hand-stamped merchant mark 'Sandreuter and Lang of Basel' beneath the
indicium (Fig. 6.5).

Fig. 6.4

Fig. 6.5
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Small bordered Refusal labels in three line green on white were applied to wrappers when the recipient refused to
accept the article. The wrapper shown as Fig. 6.6 has, in addition to the label, the manuscript explanation Refusé and
signature H. Gagg. Presumably this wrapper was returned to the identified sender Baessler, Drexler & Cie.
High uprated wrappers are also a popular area of interest. The wrapper shown as Fig. 6.7 is uprated with four 5c
adhesives paying 20c + 5c prepaid indicium = 25c, sent from Basel to Germany. Determining the reason for the uprating
can be challenging without specific markings.

Fig. 6.6

Fig. 6.7

Fig. 6.8

Other categories and items of interest are registered and airmail usage and multiple uncut wrappers. While registered
wrappers are not common, there are materials that can be conveyed in this concessionary class of mail that might
warrant registration to ensure the contents reach the intended recipient, such as drawings and blueprints, manuscripts,
photographs, insurance contracts and banking information. Airmail usage is limited to later issues as airmails did not
commence until the 1920s. An example of registered usage (with 28c registration rate paid) is shown as Fig. 6.8.
The concluding part of this article will be published in a future edition of the Newsletter.

ANNUAL NATIONAL MEETING AND AGM 2018
Next year our national meeting will take place on Saturday 21 st/Sunday 22nd April at the Holiday Inn, Nottingham.
Please make a note in your diary for this event. It is open to all members, whatever your interests may be. More
details will appear in future editions of the Newsletter.
NEVILLE NELDER, SECRETARY
STAMPEX dates for 2018 – Spring Stampex 14th-17th February 2018 ; Autumn Stampex 12th–15th September 2018.
SMALL ADS - I am always pleased to publish Members' short “small ads” for items they wish to dispose of or
“want lists” of items they may be hoping to add to their collection. This has been an important aspect of the
Newsletter in the past, but I very rarely hear from anyone these days. PLEASE WRITE IN! (Editor)
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KIT JARMAN

As a follow-up to Norton Wragg's fantastic display of Postage Due material at the Society's Annual National
Meeting, Kit Jarman presented a rather more “down-to-earth” explanation of the subject entitled 'The Good, the
Bad and the Ugly'. Kit believes that the Society has thrived because it has always put humour before the
sometimes stuffy business of philately. Thus, he began with two quotations from G. K. Chesterton - “the key to life
is humility and laughter” and “the only reason angels can fly is because they take themselves lightly”. In that spirit,
he offered a simple and reliable guide as to why Postage might be Due, illustrated by a range of examples:
 No stamps affixed – cover with the squat 'T' of the La Chaux de Fonds office.
 Not enough stamps to cover postal rate – a letter received by Kit from his brother – Kit paid the charge.
 Invalid stamps (in this case, out of date) – cover with postage due indicated by pencilled small circles
adjacent to the stamps which were invalid.
 Cover with stamps used before the official first date of issue.
 Unofficial mail cover posted with official stamps – inappropriate use.
 Cover with foreign stamps sent from an address/post office in Switzerland to an inland address.
 Invalid labels used in place of postage stamps.
 Use of a stamp which had obviously been already used for postage.
 Torn, dirty and defaced stamps used on cover, rejected as invalid and postage due charged.
 Unauthorised use of metremarks n.b. metremarks could only be used by the company that paid for
and owned the machine, and then only for business purposes i.e. not for private use by the owner or
employees. To prevent misuse, mail with metremarks affixed had to be collected from the particular
company's premises or its PO Box.
 And finally, a postage due cover where a charge for postage due was clearly not applicable – in this
case because the postal clerk had erroneously disallowed the use of a Frama label.
THAT CHARITY WALK!
Kit Jarman didn't expect to reach four figures on his sponsored walk. In the event he has so far raised £6,100 and
still counting (including £350 from our Society, co-ordinated by Norton Wragg). Kit has distributed the money to
four organisations – the originally named recipients: Oban Sea Scouts - £3,600 and the Day Cancer Ward at Lorn
and the Isles Hospital (Oban) - £1,500; and two additional recipients – the Physiotherapy Department of the same
hospital and Soroba Road Medical Centre, Oban - £500. Kit wants it known that if, for any reason, you disagree
with his decision to donate to the additional recipients (who were not mentioned in his original request for help),
he will “gladly refund your kind donation”. He sends grateful thanks to all his donors.
THE LANGUAGE OF STAMPS

EDITOR

Scanning through the printed version of the August edition of the Newsletter I fear that I may have created a
challenge for those members whose eye-sight, like mine, is no longer 100%. The captions on the card illustrated
on Page 76 read from left to right: top row – Ich bleib Dir treu!/Je te reste fidèle! ; Erwarte Antwort!/J'attends une
réponse! ; Ja von Herzen!/Oui, de tout coeur! ; Denkst Du an mich?/Penses - tu à moi? ; middle row – Ich denk an
Dich!/Je pense à toi! ; Ich liebe Dich!/Je t'aime! ; Du musst mich lieben!/Tu dois m'aimer! ; Vergiss mich nicht!/ Ne
m'oublie pas! ; bottom row - Ich wünsche Ihre Freundschaft!/Je dèsire votre amitié ; Liebst Du mich?/M'aimes –
tu? ; Ich komme zum rendez-vous!/Je viendrai au rendez-vous! ; Ich hoffe Dich bald zu sehan!/Je desire de te voir
à bientôt! - I leave the translations to you! (P.S. The actual card wasn't much bigger than the illustration!)
VARIATIONS IN THE HEIGHT OF THE JUNGFRAUJOCH

GIOVANNI BALIMANN/EDITOR

Without wishing to be accused of “doing this issue to death” over recent editions (incl. Pages 59 and 74), I thought
you should know that Giovanni Balimann has written to tell us that: “Several years of the Jungfraujoch cancels
cited in the July edition of the HPS Newsletter must be wrong! According to the inventory cards in the PTT archive
the cancel with the indication 3454 metres went into operation on 16.XI.1960, replacing the one with the
indication 3457 metres. There is no cancel reported with 3454 metres before 16.XI.1960. By the way: the
inventory cards in the PTT archive are the source used by Karl Gebert.” If you feel you have a cover or card with a
genuine 3457 cancel post-16.XI.1960 or indeed a 3454 cancel pre-16.XI.1960 I'm sure that he would like to see it.
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One of the more elusive TPO cancellations: ROMANSHORN-RAPPERSWIL * BAHNPOST * finally came into my
possession recently (see above), and immediately got me scouring all philatelic journals to see if I could find any
information about this route and how and why it was formed.
Recorded as Type 86B/59 in the Alfred Müller handbook of Swiss Railway Cancellations, the TPO canceller is of the
standard 27mm closed-bridge format with 12 vertical bars in the upper and lower segments. The canceller was
introduced for use on the Federal Railways TPO route between Romanshorn and Rapperswil, but appears to have
had a very limited period of use: from 1912 to 1914. My example is dated 24.XII.13 and was struck on a
Weihnachten (Christmas Eve) greetings card addressed to Oberhelfenschwil, a municipality in Toggenburg region.
My search for further information proved fruitless, and so, with the aid of various internet-based sources, I’m able
to describe how a route for this travelling post office (see above right) was possible, using the combined tracks of
the Bodensee-Toggenburg Bahn and the Schweizerische Südostbahn:
 The standard-gauge Bodensee–Toggenburg Bahn (BT) in north-east Switzerland, opened in 1910 and
operated between Romanshorn (on Lake Constance), via St. Gallen, Herisau, Degersheim, Wattwil, and
Ebnat-Kappel to Nesslau-Neu St. Johann.
 The standard-gauge Schweizerische Südostbahn (SOB), a small private railway jointly owned by the
cantonal and federal governments as an Aktiengesellschaft (joint-stock company), was formed in 1889
to take over the Rapperswil to Pfäffikon railway, running across the Seedamm causeway at the
narrowest section of Lake Zürich. On 8 thAugust 1891, the SOB opened the Pfäffikon to Arth-Goldau
route, connecting Rapperswil to the Gotthard Bahn.
In October 1910, following construction of the 8.6km rail tunnel
under the Ricken Pass, the Swiss Federal Railways opened the line
Wattwil to Rapperswil, on the north shore of Lake Zürich, thus
establishing a continuous and more direct route from Romanshorn
to the Gotthard Bahn, and an important link with Luzern.
My conclusion, and I would welcome contributions from other
members, is that the TPO service Romanshorn-Rapperswil was
introduced by the Swiss Post Office to provide a quicker route for
mail transported by the Federal Railways mainline routes into Luzern for onward transit to and from Austria,
France, Germany and Italy via the port of Romanshorn in one direction and the Basel-Chiasso TPO route in the
other. The recorded end date of the canceller (1914) suggests the outbreak of WWI may have led to termination
of this service, but it doesn’t explain why it was not resumed later. Further research shows that a TPO service
commenced operation between Arth-Goldau and Rapperswil in 1913, using various canceller-types until
withdrawn in 1995, but no TPO-related services are recorded in or out of Romanshorn after 1914, apart from the
Type 86B/27 entry in Müller inscribed CHIASSO-ROMANSHORN-CHIASSO * BAHNPOST *, which to my knowledge
has never been seen, and may be a mainline TPO service that never operated, given its rarity.
One final theory: my sketchy knowledge of Lake Constance ship mail leads me to believe that after WWI, lake
steamers operating between Romanshorn and the ports of Lindau and Friedrichshafen replaced their manned
postal service with post boxes, and the mail was marked with port of arrival handstamps and sorted/bagged at
the main post office in Romanshorn, removing the need for a TPO service to and from this port.
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ATTENTION ALL MEMBERS – NEW SOCIETY WEBSITE
I am pleased to say that our new website is ready for use, and will replace the one that has been doing very good
service for our Society for so many years. The domain title remains the same as ever – www.swiss-philately.co.uk.
We will have a website co-ordinator – Mike Sharp mike.sharp@me.com – through whom all proposals that you
may have for new items to put on the site, or information about upcoming events, must be routed as an
attachment to an email. He will keep track of changes and updates, and he will ensure that items are logged onto
the site in the correct location/menu. Our website manager, Steve Comm, will upload all information that he
receives in a timely manner, and deal with any problems that may arise.
As with any new venture, improvements can always be made to both the website itself and with our untried
procedure, so your feedback will be much appreciated. PLEASE use it; make use of the information that we have
already; and add to it if you can.
DAVID HOPE, CHAIRMAN
MEMBER NEWS
A welcome to our latest new member Michael Arthur who resides in the South East. He has recently acquired a
substantial Swiss collection and is eager to learn. Hopefully the Society will help him in his quest.
The Society has been informed of the death of one of our longstanding members, George Penman. Among his
Swiss interests were plating Rayons and the collection of Slogan and Special postmarks. He also had collections of
France and Germany. The Society has sent its condolences.
FORTHCOMING REGIONAL GROUP MEETINGS
Southern Group: All day meetings on Saturdays (10.30am to 4.00pm, including tea/coffee breaks and lunch) at
'The Three Crowns' public house at Whaddon near Salisbury, just off the A36, postcode SP5 3HB. The meetings in
2018 are scheduled for 10th March, 2nd June and 13th October. Speakers and themes to be advised later. Further
details and a map are available from Werner Gattiker, Tel. 01273 845 501, email werner@swisstamps.co.uk .
Northern Group: The first meeting of the new season will be on Saturday 4th November 2017 at Corporation Mill,
Sowerby Bridge, Yorkshire starting at 2.00pm. The subject is 'New Acquisitions/Members' Choice'. For further
details contact: David Hope - Tel. 0161 3030091.
SWISS EVENTS - There are numerous local meetings and ‘bourses’ (stamp fairs) listed in the SBZ. If any HPS
members are visiting Switzerland in the foreseeable future they can ask our Librarian, Bob Medland, for details of
any being held in areas that they are visiting. Future events include:
Sainte-Croix PHILA ’17 – 24 th-26th November 2017, organised by the Société Philatélique de Sainte-Croix. FFI
contact - M. Jean-Jaques Despland, Rue des Pâquiers 17, 1450 Sainte-Croix or visit their website
www.scphila17.wifeo.com
NABA Lugano 2018 – 17 th-20th May 2018. FFI contact info@naba-lugano-2018.ch or visit the website:
http://www.luganophila.ch
SNOWDON VIA THE BRB
EDITOR
I reported in the July 2017 edition of the Newsletter that the Brienz-Rothorn Bahn was intending to bring its
steam locomotive and passenger coach to Wales to operate trips up and down Snowdon in September.
Unfortunately, I recently discovered that they had decided that it was not possible to organise the visit this year.
Hopefully they will try again – perhaps in 2018.
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